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The Sleepover Club at Felicity's Jul 13 2021 NOW A MAJOR TV SERIES! Join the Sleepover Club: Frankie,
Kenny, Felicity, Rosie and Lyndsey, five girls who just want to have fun - but who always end up in mischief!
The Poe Shadow May 31 2020 Baltimore, 1849. The body of Edgar Allan Poe has been buried in an unmarked
grave. The conclusion that Poe was a second-rate writer who died a drunkard is accepted by all. But none of this
deters Quentin Clark, an ardent admirer who risks his own career and reputation in a passionate crusade to
salvage Poe's. Clark discovers that Poe's last days are riddled with vital unanswered questions. But just when
Poe's death looks destined to remain a mystery, Quentin seeks out the one person who can solve this strange
case: the real-life model for Poe's brilliant fictional detective character, C. Auguste Dupin. Having successfully
recruited the man he believes to have inspired Poe's Dupin, Clarke is confronted by another claiming to be the
true model. The two master detectives each seek to prove he is the real 'Dupin' by solving the mystery of Poe's
death. Clark finds himself enmeshed in sinister machinations involving international political agents, a female
assassin, the corrupt Baltimore slave trade and the lost secrets of Poe's final hours. With his own future hanging
in the balance, he must turn master investigator himself to unchain his now imperilled fate from that of Poe.
The Dante Club Feb 20 2022 Before Inferno came The Dante Club...the captivating thriller from the writer whose
fans include Dan Brown, Jed Rubenfeld, Kate Mosse and Tess Gerritsen Boston, 1865. A small group of elite
scholars prepare to introduce Dante’s vision of hell to America. Meanwhile a ruthless killer plots in secret to do
the same. When a series of murders erupts through Boston and Cambridge, only this small group are able to
decipher the clues – they soon realise the gruesome killings are symbols modeled on the descriptions of Hell's
punishments from Dante's Inferno. With the police baffled, lives endangered and Dante's literary future at stake,
the Dante Club must shed its sheltered literary existence and find a way to stop the killer. ‘An immensely gifted
author’ Dan Brown, bestselling author of Inferno and The Da Vinci Code
Love in the Time of Cholera Apr 29 2020 Nobel prize winner and author of One Hundred Years of Solitude
Gabriel Garcia Marquez tells a tale of an unrequited love that outlasts all rivals in his masterpiece Love in the
Time of Cholera. 'It was inevitable: the scent of bitter almonds always reminded him of the fate of unrequited love'
Fifty-one years, nine months and four days have passed since Fermina Daza rebuffed hopeless romantic
Florentino Ariza's impassioned advances and married Dr Juvenal Urbino instead. During that half-century,
Florentino has fallen into the arms of many delighted women, but has loved none but Fermina. Having sworn his
eternal love to her, he lives for the day when he can court her again. When Fermina's husband is killed trying to
retrieve his pet parrot from a mango tree, Florentino seizes his chance to declare his enduring love. But can
young love find new life in the twilight of their lives? 'The most important writer of fiction in any language' Bill
Clinton 'An exquisite writer, wise, compassionate and extremely funny' Sunday Telegraph 'An amazing
celebration of the many kinds of love between men and women' The Times
The Taking of Jemima Boone Apr 22 2022 “A rousing tale of frontier daring and ingenuity, better than legend on
every front.” — Pulitzer Prize–winning author Stacy Schiff A Goodreads Most Anticipated Book In his first work of
narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores the littleknown true story of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath that
rippled across the nation. On a quiet midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, thirteen-year-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear near the
Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams lingering on the air. A CherokeeShawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud between American Indians and the

colonial settlers who have decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes
one of the captives as Jemima Boone, daughter of Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes she could
be a valuable pawn in the battle to drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel
Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could ultimately bring greater peace both to the
tribes and the colonists. But after the girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed
by Boone and the rescuers in a battle with reverberations that nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals,
the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward
expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In this enthralling narrative in the
tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of events
from early in the Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony to nation, with the
heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and betrayals.
A Rich Full Death Nov 17 2021 A Rich Full Death is a novel of poetry, murder and intrigue. Young Bostonian
Robert Booth manoeuvres an entree into the residence of Robert Browning and his wife Elizabeth in nineteenthcentury Florence. When Mr Browning is called away, Booth follows him - and is brought to the village of his
childhood sweetheart, who is now hanging by the neck from a tree in the garden... If you enjoyed A Rich Full
Death you may also like The Last Sherlock Holmes Story, also by Michael Dibdin.
The Egyptologist Jun 19 2019 From the bestselling author of Prague comes a witty, inventive, brilliantly
constructed novel about an Egyptologist obsessed with finding the tomb of an apocryphal king. This darkly comic
labyrinth of a story opens on the desert plains of Egypt in 1922, then winds its way from the slums of Australia to
the ballrooms of Boston, by way of Oxford, the battlefields of the First World War, and a royal court in turmoil.
Just as Howard Carter unveils the tomb of Tutankhamun, making the most dazzling find in the history of
archaeology, Oxford-educated Egyptologist Ralph Trilipush is digging himself into trouble, having staked his
professional reputation and his fiancée's fortune on a scrap of hieroglyphic pornography. Meanwhile, a relentless
Australian detective sets off on the case of his career, spanning the globe in search of a murderer. And another
murderer. And possibly another murderer. The confluence of these seemingly separate stories results in an
explosive ending, at once inevitable and utterly unpredictable. Arthur Phillips leads this expedition to its
unforgettable climax with all the wit and narrative bravado that made Prague one of the most critically acclaimed
novels of 2002. Exploring issues of class, greed, ambition, and the very human hunger for eternal life, this
staggering second novel gives a glimpse of Phillips's range and maturity, and is sure to earn him further acclaim
as one of the most exciting authors of his generation.
The Last Dickens May 23 2022 1870. Charles Dickens is dead. The final instalment of his last manuscript has
vanished. The script was last seen addressed to the publisher whose fortunes depend on it. Since its sudden
disappearance the only clue to its whereabouts is a trail of brutal murders. With his livelihood - indeed his life - in
jeopardy, Dickens' publisher sets out to unravel the mystery. The trail leads him from bustling West End theatres,
through grimy East End backstreets, into the fug of illicit opium dens, as the crime he hopes to solve ensnares
him.
The Henchmen's Book Club Oct 16 2021
The Lost Book of Salem Feb 26 2020 While clearing out her grandmother's cottage for sale, Connie Goodwin
finds a parchment inscribed with the name Deliverance Dane. And so begins the hunt to uncover the woman
behind the name, a hunt that takes her back to Salem in 1692 . . . and the infamous witchcraft trials. But nothing
is entirely as it seems and when Connie unearths the existence of Deliverance's spell book, the Physick Book,
the situation takes on a menacing edge as interested parties reveal their desperation to find this precious artefact
at any cost. What secrets does the Physick Book contain? What magic is scrawled across its parchment pages?
Connie must race to answer these questions - and reveal the truth about Salem's women - before an ancient
family curse once more fulfils its dark and devastating prophecy . . .
The Malice of Fortune Feb 08 2021 Welcome to the Devil’s house. A nest of vipers dwells within. And a trail of
blood leads to the Borgia Palace ... Against a teeming canvas of Borgia politics, Niccolò Machiavelli and
Leonardo da Vinci come together to unmask a serial killer. Through a labyrinth of ancient superstition and erotic
obsession they discover an evil and terrible secret – one that still lies buried in the lines of Machiavelli’s greatest
work, The Prince.
El Club Dante Jun 12 2021 Boston, 1865. Importantes personalidades están siendo brutalmente asesinadas por
un criminal inspirado en los tormentos del Infierno de Dante. Sólo los miembros del club Dante —poetas y
profesores de Harvard dirigidos por Henry Wadsworth Longfellow— pueden anticiparse al asesino e identificarle.
Mientras preparan la primera traducción americana de La divina comedia enfrentándose a la oposición de la
puritana vieja guardia de Harvard, los intelectuales deberán convertirse en detectives y pasar a la acción.
Nicholas Ray, el primer policía negro del departamento de Boston, dirigirá la investigación oficial mientras los
miembros del club llevan a cabo sus insólitas pesquisas. Un dantesco infierno medieval se cierne sobre las
calles de la ciudad, en una época que toca a su fin, convulsa por la recién terminada guerra civil, el asesinato del
presidente Lincoln y los disturbios raciales. Comparada insistentemente con El nombre de la rosa , de Umberto

Eco, aclamada por la crítica con una unanimidad asombrosa y refrendada por el público con su presencia en las
listas de los libros más vendidos de New York Times, Boston Globe, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, The
Guardian, entre otros, El club Dante está a punto de ser publicada en veintiún países antes de ser llevada al
cine. Matthew Pearl ha logrado un equilibrio perfecto entre realidad y ficción, una novela histórica de suspense
que sorprende de principio a fin. Publicada o a punto de publicarse en 21 países: Estados Unidos [
www.thedanteclub.com ] , Canadá, Holanda, Reino Unido, Alemania, Francia, Japón, Italia, Suecia, Grecia,
Corea, Croacia, Serbia, Hungría, Bulgaria, Turquía, Brasil, Israel, Polonia, Rusia, Rumania, Dinamarca, Islandia,
Irlanda, Noruega, Australia, Nueva Zelanda.
The Last Ember Aug 22 2019 Jonathan Marcus, a young American lawyer and former doctoral student in
classics, is summoned to Rome for a case and stumbles across a message hidden inside an ancient stone
fragment. The discovery propels him and UN preservationist Dr. Emili Travia into a coldblooded modern plot to
erase every remnant of Jewish and Christian presence from Jerusalem's Temple Mount, in the process redefining
history itself.
Ginnifer Dec 18 2021 A man convicted of murdering his wife finds an unlikely champion in this short story by the
bestselling author of The Dante Club. Our narrator is a man convicted of first-degree murder with only one person
on his side: Ginnifer. After seeing him on TV and becoming obsessed with the case, Ginnifer devotes herself to
overturning his sentence. Eventually, Ginnifer's friendship turns into something more--but the closer they become,
the more the relationship turns into a prison of its own. "Ginnifer" by Matthew Pearl is one of 20 short stories
within Mulholland Books's Strand Originals series, featuring thrilling stories by the biggest names in mystery from
the Strand Magazine archives. View the full series list at mulhollandbooks.com and listen to them all!
The Physick Book of Deliverance Dane Nov 05 2020 Written by an author completing a Ph.D. in New England
Studies, and whose ancestors had been accused witches in Salem, "The Physick Book of Deliverance Dane"
travels seamlessly between the trials in the 1690s and a modern woman's story of mystery and discovery.
The Technologists Mar 21 2022 A city held to ransom. A brave few determined to fight. A race against time.
Spring 1868, and the population of Boston is being terrorised by a series of mysterious attacks: first a magnetic
storm causes ships in the harbour to collide in flames, then in another bizarre catastrophe every piece of glass in
the financial district spontaneously melts - clocks, windows, eyeglasses. The city's fate relies on four young
students: Civil War veteran Marcus Mansfield, brash Bob Richards, meticulous Edwin Hoyt and the eccentric but
brilliant Ellen Swallow. Together, they are The Technologists. In a climate of rising hysteria, these four
courageous individuals must unite against the forces of darkness to uncover the mastermind before he can stage
his greatest outrage.
The Dante Chamber Aug 26 2022 Memories, fears, the fog of nightmares... Five years after a series of Danteinspired killings stunned Boston, a politician is found in a London park with his neck crushed by an enormous
stone device etched with a verse from the Divine Comedy. When other shocking deaths erupt across the city, all
in the style of the penances Dante memorialized in Purgatory, poet Christina Rossetti fears her missing brother,
the artist and writer Dante Gabriel Rossetti, will be the next victim. The unwavering Christina enlists poets Robert
Browning, Alfred Tennyson, and Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes to decipher the literary clues, and together these
unlikely investigators unravel the secrets of Dante’s verses to find Gabriel and stop the killings. Racing between
the shimmering mansions of the elite and the seedy corners of London’s underworld, they descend further into
the mystery. But when the true inspiration behind the gruesome murders is finally revealed, Christina must
confront a more profound terror than anyone had imagined. A dazzling tale of intrigue from the writer Library
Journal calls “the reigning king of popular literary historical thrillers,” The Dante Chamber is a riveting journey
across London and into both the beauty and darkness of Dante. Expertly blending fact and fiction, Pearl gives us
a historical mystery like no other that captivates and surprises until the last page.
The Dante Club Sep 27 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Before The Dante Chamber, there was The
Dante Club: “an ingenious thriller that . . . brings Dante Alighieri’s Inferno to vivid, even unsettling life.”—The
Boston Globe “With intricate plots, classical themes, and erudite characters . . . what’s not to love?”—Dan Brown,
author of The Da Vinci Code and Origin Boston, 1865. The literary geniuses of the Dante Club—poets and
Harvard professors Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, and James Russell Lowell, along
with publisher J. T. Fields—are finishing America’s first translation of The Divine Comedy. The powerful Boston
Brahmins at Harvard College are fighting to keep Dante in obscurity, believing the infiltration of foreign
superstitions to be as corrupting as the immigrants arriving at Boston Harbor. But as the members of the Dante
Club fight to keep a sacred literary cause alive, their plans fall apart when a series of murders erupts through
Boston and Cambridge. Only this small group of scholars realizes that the gruesome killings are modeled on the
descriptions of Hell’s punishments from Dante’s Inferno. With the lives of the Boston elite and Dante’s literary
future in the New World at stake, the members of the Dante Club must find the killer before the authorities
discover their secret. Praise for The Dante Club “Ingenious . . . [Matthew Pearl] keeps this mystery sparkling with
erudition.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times “Not just a page-turner but a beguiling look at the U.S. in an era
when elites shaped the course of learning and publishing. With this story of the Dante Club’s own descent into

hell, Mr. Pearl’s book will delight the Dante novice and expert alike.”—The Wall Street Journal “[Pearl] ably
meshes the . . . literary analysis with a suspenseful plot and in the process humanizes the historical figures. . . . A
divine mystery.”—People (Page-turner of the Week) “An erudite and entertaining account of Dante’s violent
entrance into the American canon.”—Los Angeles Times “A hell of a first novel . . . The Dante Club delivers in
spades. . . . Pearl has crafted a work that maintains interest and drips with nineteenth-century
atmospherics.”—San Francisco Chronicle
The Dante Club Oct 28 2022 Boston. 1865. A small group of elite scholars prepares to introduce Dante's vision of
hell to America. But so does a murderer. The literary geniuses of the Dante Club- poets and Harvard professors
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Dr Oliver Wendell Holmes, James Russell Lowell and publisher J. T. Fields- are
finishing America's first translation of THE DIVINE COMEDY. The powerful old guard of Harvard College wants to
keep Dante in obscurity, believing that the infiltration of such foreign superstitions will prove as corrupting as the
immigrants invading Boston Harbor. The members of the Dante Club fight to keep their sacred literary cause
alive, but their plans fall apart when a series of murders erupts through Boston and Cambridge. Only this small
group of scholars realises that the gruesome killings are modelled on the descriptions of Hell's punishments from
Dante's Inferno. With the police baffled, lives endangered and Dante's literary future at stake, the Dante Club
must shed its sheltered literary existence and find a way to stop the killer.
The Book of Why Mar 09 2021 A pioneer of artificial intelligence shows how the study of causality revolutionized
science and the world 'Correlation does not imply causation.' This mantra was invoked by scientists for decades
in order to avoid taking positions as to whether one thing caused another, such as smoking and cancer and
carbon dioxide and global warming. But today, that taboo is dead. The causal revolution, sparked by worldrenowned computer scientist Judea Pearl and his colleagues, has cut through a century of confusion and placed
cause and effect on a firm scientific basis. Now, Pearl and science journalist Dana Mackenzie explain causal
thinking to general readers for the first time, showing how it allows us to explore the world that is and the worlds
that could have been. It is the essence of human and artificial intelligence. And just as Pearl's discoveries have
enabled machines to think better, The Book of Why explains how we can think better.
The Philosopher's Flight Jul 21 2019 The first book in a new series and a thrilling debut from ER doctor turned
novelist Tom Miller, The Philosopher’s Flight is an epic historical fantasy set in a World-War-I-era America that
“[begins] with rollicking fierceness that grabs readers from its opening lines and doesn’t loosen its grip or lessen
its hold all the way through. Miller’s writing is intoxicating” (Associated Press). HE’S ALWAYS WANTED TO FLY
LIKE A GIRL. Eighteen-year-old Robert Weekes is one of the few men who practice empirical philosophy—an
arcane, female-dominated branch of science used to summon the wind, heal the injured, and even fly. He’s
always dreamed of being the first man to join the US Sigilry Corps’ Rescue and Evacuation Department, an elite
team of flying medics, but everyone knows that’s impossible: men can barely get off the ground. When a
shocking tragedy puts Robert’s philosophical abilities to the test, he rises to the occasion and wins a scholarship
to study philosophy at Radcliffe College—an all-women’s school. At Radcliffe, Robert hones his flying skills and
strives to win the respect of his classmates, a host of formidable and unruly women. Robert falls hard for Danielle
Hardin, a disillusioned young hero of the Great War turned political radical. But Danielle’s activism and Robert’s
recklessness attract the attention of the same fanatical anti-philosophical group that Robert’s mother fought
against decades before. With their lives in mounting danger, Robert and Danielle band together with a team of
unlikely heroes to fight for Robert’s place among the next generation of empirical philosophers—and for
philosophy’s very survival against the men who would destroy it. “Part thriller, part romance, part coming-of-age
fantasy, The Philosopher’s Flight…is as fun a read as you’ll come across… Miller has already set a high bar for
any book vying to be the most entertaining novel of [the year]” (BookPage). Tom Miller writes with unrivaled
imagination, ambition, and humor. The Philosopher’s Flight is both a fantastical reimagining of American history
and a beautifully composed coming-of-age tale for anyone who has ever felt like an outsider.
The Supper Club Aug 02 2020 Lucy and her friends have supper parties once a month at different homes, some
of which have unexpected results.
The Ghost Manuscript Jul 01 2020 Rare book authenticator Carys Jones wanted nothing more than to be left
alone to pursue her obsession with ancient manuscripts. But when her biggest client is committed to an asylum,
he gives Carys an offer she cannot refuse. In exchange for his entire library of priceless, Dark Age manuscripts,
Carys must track the clues hidden in a previously unknown journal, clues that lead to a tomb that could rewrite
the history of Western civilization. But there are people who would do anything to stop Carys from finding what
she seeks—for reasons both noble and evil. The hunt takes Carys to places she never thought she’d go,
physically and emotionally; first to Wales, her estranged father’s homeland, then to bed with Dafydd, a mysterious
Welshman who agrees to help her with the search, and finally, deep inside her own psyche, when the monk who
wrote the journal 1,500 years ago appears and assists her in her search.
Liars and Saints Dec 06 2020 Shortlisted for the Orange Prize for Fiction 'Wise, witty, and beautifully written,
Liars and Saints is that rare and wondrous thing: a literary novel you don't want to put down' Helen Fielding Liars
and Saints is an utterly compelling portrait of a family, the twists and turns of their lives unravelled with

extraordinary sensitivity and understanding. By turns laugh aloud funny and unbearably moving, it marks the
beginning of a stunning literary career. Set in California, the narrative follows four generations of the Santerre
family from World War II to the present, as they navigate a succession of life-changing events. It is guaranteed to
be loved by all those who devoured The Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood.
The Good Earth Nov 24 2019 A Chinese peasant overcomes the forces of nature and the frailties of human
nature to become a wealthy landowner.
The Professor's Assassin (Short Story) Oct 04 2020 Matthew Pearl’s upcoming novel, The Technologists, is a
stunning historical thriller based on the early days of America’s great institution of learning, MIT—and a depraved
killer teaching Boston to fear its own shadow. In this original eBook short story, Pearl delves further into the
turbulent world of nineteenth-century academia to re-create a shocking, real-life, and all-but-forgotten crime.
William Barton Rogers will one day become MIT’s founder and president. But in 1840 he is still a science
professor at the University of Virginia. A tall and commanding intellectual, he epitomizes the strong and liberal
ways of “Mr. Jefferson’s University,” a controversial experiment in progressive thought and laissez-faire
governance. Then a startling event rocks the school to its foundation. Riots led by masked “volunteers” have
begun roiling the campus, exploiting its attitude toward discipline. When one of his colleagues is brutally slain
during the unrest, Rogers must become a man of both words and deeds to capture the killer—and keep an
essential institution from collapsing around him. Includes a preview of Matthew Pearl’s forthcoming novel, The
Technologists, which Joseph Finder calls “the best yet from a true master of the historical thriller.”
The Bald Eagle Dec 26 2019 Discusses the bald eagle and how it came to be the symbol for the United States.
Family Fan Club Aug 14 2021 A humorous, poignant and heartwarming story of four girls and their exasperating
parents, from the Queen of Tween, Jean Ure.
The Dante Club Jul 25 2022 Before Inferno came The Dante Club...the captivating thriller from the writer whose
fans include Dan Brown, Jed Rubenfeld, Kate Mosse and Tess Gerritsen Boston, 1865. A small group of elite
scholars prepare to introduce Dante's vision of hell to America. Meanwhile a ruthless killer plots in secret to do
the same. When a series of murders erupts through Boston and Cambridge, only this small group are able to
decipher the clues - they soon realise the gruesome killings are symbols modeled on the descriptions of Hell's
punishments from Dante's Inferno. With the police baffled, lives endangered and Dante's literary future at stake,
the Dante Club must shed its sheltered literary existence and find a way to stop the killer. 'An immensely gifted
author' Dan Brown, bestselling author of Inferno and The Da Vinci Code
The Last Bookaneer Apr 10 2021 "The story of an epic literary heist by a forgotten class of consummate
criminals"-An Expert in Murder Mar 29 2020
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John Sep 22 2019 Abandoned by their American GI fathers and Korean mothers, four
young boys live under a bridge as a family with Matthew, the oldest, serving as the father. Sam, an American
soldier invites them to the Christmas party on the base, where the boys begin a new life. Sam and his wife adopt
Matthew who continues to worry about all those left behind. An inspiring story of self-reliance, compassion and
moral courage in the face of daunting odds, this book deals with racial prejudice, abandonment and the
responsibility of being a father to a family. 125th Author's Birthday Edition and 50th Anniversary of First Edition
The House of Velvet and Glass Jan 27 2020 Katherine Howe, New York Times bestselling author of The
Physick Book of Deliverance Dane returns with her dazzling new historical novel, The House of Velvet and Glass,
set against the backdrop of the sinking of the Titanic. 1915, and the ghosts of the dead haunt a wealthy Boston
family... Sybil Allston is devastated by the recent deaths of her mother and sister aboard the Titanic. Hoping to
heal her wounded heart, she seeks solace in the parlour of a medium who promises to contact her lost loved
ones. But Sybil finds herself drawn into a strange new world where she can never be sure that what she sees or
hears is real. In fear and desperation she turns to psychology professor Benton Jones - despite the unspoken
tensions of their shared past... From the opium dens of Boston's Chinatown to the upscale salons of high society
, Sybil and Benton are drawn into a world of occult magic, of truth and lies, and into a race to understand Sybil's
own apparent talent for scrying before it is too late. Katherine Howe's The House of Velvet and Glass is a
harrowing story of darkness and danger vanquished by the redemptive power of love. Praise for Katherine Howe:
'Spellbinding... A terrific story' Daily Express 'A transfixing tale of black magic, hauntings and real-life tricks that
will keep you up all night' Glamour 'A brilliant take on the 17th Century Salem witch trials' Mirror Katherine Howe's
family has lived in the area around Salem Massachusetts for generations dating back to the 1620s. She is a
descendant of two accused Salem witches - Elizabeth Proctor and Elizabeth Howe. Katherine is a PhD candidate
at Boston University. She lived in Massachusetts and New York with her husband. The House of Velvet and
Glass is her second novel to be published by Penguin.
The Semantics of Murder Sep 03 2020 Jay Hamilton lives in a fashionable area of London, listening to the
problems of the wealthy clients who frequent his psychoanalytic practice. But the darker recesses of his own
psyche would not stand up to scrutiny: his brother Robert, a genius professor of mathematical linguistics at
UCLA, was apparently killed by rent boys and Jay was the first on the scene. Author Dana Flynn is determined to

scratch beneath the surface while researching her proposed biography of Robert, and finds that Jay's
professional life is as compromised as his personal relationships - he uses his clients' case studies as material for
his fiction writing. A decision to exploit a patient's breakdown causes his past to spin out of control.
El club Dante May 11 2021 Con más de 2.000.000 de ejemplares vendidos y traducido en 40 países, El club
Dante se ha convertido ya un clásico refrendado por el éxito entre el público y la crítica. En el convulso y puritano
Boston de 1865 los miembros del club Dante -poetas y profesores de Harvard dirigidos por Henry Wadsworth- da
los toques finales a la primera traducción norteamericana de La Divina Comedia a pesar de la oposición de la
vieja guardia de la Universidad, que quiere mantener al Nuevo Mundo alejado de lo que considera supersticiones
extranjeras. Al mismo tiempo se suceden una serie de brutales asesinatos basados en los tormentos descritos
en el Infierno de Dante. La investigación oficial recae sobre Nicholas Ray, el primer y único policía negro del
departamento de Boston. Los miembros del club junto con el policía marginado intentarán descifrar la clave que
les lleve a identificar al asesino... aunque tal vez esté más cerca de lo que jamás hubieran pensado. Reseña:
«Aúna entretenimiento y erudición a través de una historia de misterio y suspense.» El Mundo
Dante’s Bones Sep 15 2021 A richly detailed graveyard history of the Florentine poet whose dead body shaped
Italy from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance to the Risorgimento, World War I, and Mussolini’s fascist
dictatorship. Dante, whose Divine Comedy gave the world its most vividly imagined story of the afterlife, endured
an extraordinary afterlife of his own. Exiled in death as in life, the Florentine poet has hardly rested in peace over
the centuries. Like a saint’s relics, his bones have been stolen, recovered, reburied, exhumed, examined, and,
above all, worshiped. Actors in this graveyard history range from Lorenzo de’ Medici, Michelangelo, and Pope
Leo X to the Franciscan friar who hid the bones, the stone mason who accidentally discovered them, and the
opportunistic sculptor who accomplished what princes, popes, and politicians could not: delivering to Florence a
precious relic of the native son it had banished. In Dante’s Bones, Guy Raffa narrates for the first time the
complete course of the poet’s hereafter, from his death and burial in Ravenna in 1321 to a computer-generated
reconstruction of his face in 2006. Dante’s posthumous adventures are inextricably tied to major historical events
in Italy and its relationship to the wider world. Dante grew in stature as the contested portion of his body
diminished in size from skeleton to bones, fragments, and finally dust: During the Renaissance, a political and
literary hero in Florence; in the nineteenth century, the ancestral father and prophet of Italy; a nationalist symbol
under fascism and amid two world wars; and finally the global icon we know today.
The Holmes Affair Oct 24 2019 As the world mourns the demise of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's fictional detective
Sherlock Holmes at the foot of the Reichenbach Falls, Conan Doyle has a new preoccupation, as a chance
encounter sets him on the trail of a brutal killer targeting vulnerable suffragettes. Together with Bram Stoker, he
roams the dark streets of Victorian London searching for clues as to what happened to the girls. A century later in
New York the world's leading Doylean scholar is found murdered in his hotel room, and only literary researcher
Harold White is familiar enough with the arcane mysteries of the Holmes novels to recognise the clues the killer
has left. Clues which will lead him not only to a murderer prepared to stop at nothing, but also to the mystery of
Conan Doyle's missing diary - and a secret that Conan Doyle risked everything to hide.
The Poe Shadow Jun 24 2022 Baltimore, 1849. The body of Edgar Allan Poe has been buried in an unmarked
grave. The conclusion that Poe was a second-rate writer who died a drunkard is accepted by all. But none of this
deters Quentin Clark, an ardent admirer who risks his own career and reputation in a passionate crusade to
salvage Poe's. Clark discovers that Poe's last days are riddled with vital unanswered questions. But just when
Poe's death looks destined to remain a mystery, Quentin seeks out the one person who can solve this strange
case: the real-life model for Poe's brilliant fictional detective character, C. Auguste Dupin. Having successfully
recruited the man he believes to have inspired Poe's Dupin, Clarke is confronted by another claiming to be the
true model. The two master detectives each seek to prove he is the real 'Dupin' by solving the mystery of Poe's
death. Clark finds himself enmeshed in sinister machinations involving international political agents, a female
assassin, the corrupt Baltimore slave trade and the lost secrets of Poe's final hours. With his own future hanging
in the balance, he must turn master investigator himself to unchain his now imperilled fate from that of Poe.
The Last Bookaneer Jan 19 2022 The bestselling author of The Dante Club takes us deep into a shadowy era in
publishing ruled by a forgotten class of criminals A golden age of publishing on the verge of collapse. For a
hundred years, loose copyright laws and a hungry reading public created a unique opportunity: Books could be
published without an author's permission with extraordinary ease. Authors gained fame but suffered
financially?Charles Dickens, Mark Twain, Robert Louis Stevenson, to name a few?but publishers reaped
enormous profits while readers got their books on the cheap. The literary pirates who stalked the harbors,
coffeehouses, and printer shops for the latest manuscript to steal were known as bookaneers. Yet on the eve of
the twentieth century, a new international treaty is signed to protect authors and grind this literary underground to
a sharp halt. The bookaneers, of course, would become extinct. In The Last Bookaneer, Matthew Pearl gives us
a historical novel set inside the lost world of these doomed outlaws and the incredible heist that brought their era
to a close. On the island of Samoa, a dying Robert Louis Stevenson labors over a new novel. The thought of one
last book from the great author fires the imaginations of the bookaneers, and soon two adversaries?the gallant

Pen Davenport and the monstrous Belial?set out for the south Pacific island. Pen Davenport?a tortured criminal
genius haunted by his past?is reluctantly accompanied by Fergins, the narrator of our story, who has lived a quiet
life of bookselling before being whisked across the world on his friend's final caper. Fergins soon discovers the
supreme thrill of aiding Davenport in his quest: to steal Stevenson's manuscript and make a fortune before the
new treaty ends the bookaneers' trade forever. Yet Samoa holds many secrets of its own, and the duo's bookish
concerns clash with the island's violent destiny. A colonial war is afoot between the British, American, and
German powers; even as Stevenson himself quietly supports native revolutionaries from high in his mountain
compound. Soon Pen and Fergins are embroiled in a conflict larger, perhaps, than literature itself. Illuminating the
heroics of the bookaneers even while conjuring Stevenson himself to breathtaking life, Pearl's The Last
Bookaneer is a pageturning journey to the dark heart of a forgotten literary era.
The Sleepover Club Sleep Out (The Sleepover Club, Book 9) Jan 07 2021 Join the Sleepover Club: Frankie,
Kenny, Felicity, Rosie and Lyndsey, five girls who just want to have fun – but who always end up in mischief!
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